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America's #1 bestselling travel series Written by more than 175 outspoken travelers around the

globe, Frommer's Complete Guides help travelers experience places the way locals do.  More

annually updated guides than any other series 16-page color section and foldout map in all annual

guides Outspoken opinions, exact prices, and suggested itineraries Dozens of detailed maps in an

easy-to-read, two-color design  Frommer's New England is packed with candid opinions on the best

country inns and restaurants, lobster pounds, antique shops, foliage tours, beaches, hiking, biking,

and other outdoor adventures. We've covered all the perennial favorites, from the Freedom Trail to

the Berkshires and beyond, but we'll also take you off the beaten track to discover New England's

best small towns and most pristine wild places. Whether you want a romantic getaway in a Vermont

country inn or family fun on the Cape's best beaches, Frommer's will help you design the trip that's

right for you. You'll even find a color fold-out map!
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Food and Beverage Highlight: Abbott's in the Rough, Mystic, CT          Few summer pleasures are

more congenial than tucking into a lobster dinner on the outdoor deck at Abbott's as the waters of

Fisher's Island Sound gently slap the pilings beneath you. For some, visiting the most southeastern

corner of Connecticut is about seeing the old restored ships at Mystic Seaport or cavorting whales

and dolphins at the Mystic Aquarium; for lobster lovers, though, it's about dining on lobsters fresh off

the boat in a clambake-casual waterside setting.   --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable



edition of this title.

"Using the expertise of knowledgeable travel writers and editors, Frommer's New England is stuffed

like a turkey, with slivers of information spilling out as soon as you open the cover.Even experienced

travelers will find new information in the guide.Follow the advice in the 'best' list and you won't go

too far wrong." Ã¢â‚¬â€•Advocate, Baton Rouge, Louisiana --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

Good information and pics.

I have bought other Frommers guides that I downloaded onto my I-pad. However, this one has an

inexcusable flaw: There is no table of contents. That is ridiculous. In addition to not knowing what

exactly is in the book unless you go page by page, you cannot quicly consult something you read

previously ( essential in a guide book) unless you jot down the location page on a separate piece of

paper. It is astounding that Frommers allowed the book to be released in this fashion and that no

one at  pointed out this blunder. All I know is that I will never buy a Kindle product from this

publisher again.

This book is a must have if you're traveling through New England. One of the best features is

suggested itineraries if you're at a loss where the best spots are to hit and how to get to them in the

time frame you're visiting whether that would be one, two weeks or something else. Love the

information on lodging. The book breaks it down from very expensive to economical and suggests

such things like staying on the north side of a hotel because the south side is facing a high traffic

street. This is my second Frommers book. The first I used was in Ireland and the book was with me

all the time and we didn't have any trouble finding our way around to sites we wanted to visit. I

highly recommend this book!

I bought this book described as library book-crisp and clean. It arrived severely warped with obvious

water damage that was even noted on front inside cover . Very poor quality control-not as

advertised.

a big book with little helpful information....points of interest were omitted and and index hard to

follow ... tried to cover too many states in one book without really doing any one justice.



This book will assist in a back road trip to New England in 2016!

Very comprehensive. Used it on a tour of all six New England stated just this month.

condition poor, map missing
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